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Welcome to Panicville

Yup, we’re living through a global pandemic. 

It’s REAL out there, y’all. At first, we thought we’d just take a semi-forced, two-week stay-

cation. We’d learn Italian. Bake some bread. And then we’d get back to “our lives.” Then

the numbers started to spike and we slowly got it: There is no going back. (For weeks

now, there’s been very little going anywhere.) 

Maybe by the time you’re reading this you’re starting to re-emerge. Maybe you’re still

sheltered-in-place. Maybe you’re one of the 30 million people who just landed on

unemployment. Maybe you’re one of the hundreds of thousands who have lost a loved

one. Maybe you've been sick yourself.
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No matter what your situation, life has felt like a suspenseful movie that keeps ratcheting

up the tension. It’s almost impossible not to have your stress levels dialed up right now,

even if you’re simply staying home and doing your part to #flattenthecurve. 

It’s high stakes and that means high stress. If you are feeling wigged out, scared, irritable,

numb, angry, or all of it rolled up together, know this: You are not alone. And: You are

human. 

SO…. how do we Calm the Eff Down without being a) Out of Touch or B) an A-hole? I put

togeher this 21-day challenge to help us figure out how to dial it down a notch and feel

better. Because when you feel better, you can do better. 

I won’t yell “CALM DOWN” because that’s not going to work. But am I going to encourage

you to take this 21-day challenge starting right now!

Tips for Calm Down Success
I have some tips to make this whole process more effective: 

1) Don’t do it alone! Share this with a friend (or group) and invite them to take the

challenge with you. Having someone to talk about it, practice the tips, and share the

journey will ramp up your success. 

2) Hit me up on Facebook or IG. I would LOVE to hear that you’re on the challenge. I’m

glad to cheerlead, offer quick tips, or answer questions. Find me on Twitter or Facebook

as @Katewhanley--don’t forget the W! Or on instagram at @katehanleyauthor. 

3) Use the podcast along the way. Click here to access the episodes that accompany

these challenges. They start on Episode 170. Each day offers a deeper dive into the tips

presented in this guide in (mostly!) less than 9 minutes. 
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I don’t recommend “binging” because it’s you want to actually use the tips, and you can’t

learn any new skill all at once. Just bookmark or subscribe so you can check back each

day. Ok, enough chatter. Let’s get after it and start calming the eff down.

Ok, enough chatter. Let’s get after it. Day 1… Start coming the eff down.

Day 1: Emotional Roller Coaster
Today’s tiny assignment is simple: Admit that we are all on an emotional roller coaster.

We need to be honest about what we’re feeling. Instead of ignoring or stuffing down the

next emotion that rears its head, ask yourself, What exactly am I feeling right now? 

Give that feeling a name, and be as specific as possible: Indignation. Resignation.

Loneliness. Hurt. 

Why be as specific as possible? Because to accurately identify an emotion, you have to

allow yourself to feel it. And actually feeling how you feel is the most efficient way to

process emotions so that they can move on. 

Once you can name it, then, say, “Hi there, loneliness. I see you.” I swear you can almost

feel the shift in your body when you can acknowledge an emotion. 

I did this just this morning on my dog walk when I realized I had been having an

imaginary argument with a friend for the better part of a block. This was ALL happening

inside my head. 

I was walking so fast and had a scowl on my face, and then I realized,  I

thought about where I felt it, and it felt like a coiled snake in my belly that was ready to

strike. 

 Oh! I’m angry!!
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And then I thought,  and by the time I got to the top of that hill, my

belly felt a lot softer and I thought that whole drama I had just been envisioning was

really pretty silly. 

Well hello there anger,

When you acknowledge your feelings, It might make you realize just how much effort

you’ve been expending on willing yourself NOT to feel something. And it might make you

tired. So give yourself plenty of time to rest these days, deal? It’s exhausting, all this

feeling stuff. But it helps clear you out and be more resilient to whatever feeling is

coming along next.

 Paradoxically, it helps you let go. 

Day 2: Oh the Joy of Wine (or Weed) (or
Both)
Feel the need to take the edge off? No judgment here. (We are regularly ordering cases

of wine around here.) 

But what about taking a mindful approach to those little vices we use to get through

stressful times? There’s two pieces to this: just for one week, write down everything you

do or take or drink to numb out. 

You can’t change a habit you don’t know you have. Is it four times a week, or five? Or six?

Or seven? How much is it? Just write it down somewhere. Just to see. You can’t change a

habit you don’t know you have. 

Then, so that perhaps you reduce that subconscious NEED for the wine or the weed or

the whatever, let your breath come to your rescue. 
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Try this: As you inhale, imagine calm pervading every cell of your body, carried in by your

breath. As you exhale, visualize every iota of angst you’ve got being drawn out of your

body where it can evaporate into the air. 

Repeat as many times as you like, but know that even one of these breaths—done with

intention—can create a noticeable change. And then, whatever your thing is can become

more of a “break glass in case of emergency” moment. 

I hope it will help you find the level that’s right for you.

Day 3: How Not to Add to Your Own Stress
Today I want to introduce a new author who was a guest on my podcast. Her name is

Carey Davidson, and she wrote the book, The Five Archetypes. 

She’s got an awesome  on her website and in her book that helps us understand

ourselves and others, which trust me, can make a dramatic difference when the stress

starts to creep up. Because we all have a default way we deal with stress, but the irony is

that that way typically leads to MORE stress. 

quiz

We have to do things that aren’t part of our archetype’s typical bag of tricks to bring

ourselves into balance. My suggestion today: go and take Carey’s assessment . I

really think you’ll get some great insight out of it that will help you see not only what

archetype you are, but what other archetypes you may need to embrace more to help

you come back to center. The quiz is free as are the insights you’ll be sent to understand

yourself more.

here

http://www.fivearchetypes.com/
http://www.fivearchetypes.com/quiz-latest/
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Day 4: One of the Hardest Parts of Right
Now Is Also One of the Biggest Gifts
A painful part of this pandemic is that we’re being forced to take things day by day--no

planning summer vacations. Heck, no weekend plans. 

As hard as that can be it’s also a huge opportunity to be OK with living in the present

moment. 

Today’s tip will help you build those “be here now” muscles: Watch the clouds. This is

one of the funnest ways I know to coax yourself into present awareness. You can do it

with your kids or by yourself, and you can do it anywhere you have a view of the sky.
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The first step is to set a timer for 5 minutes. Just five minutes. There’s a timer on your cell

phone probably. 

Then spend those five minutes watching the sky—notice what the cloud shapes remind

you of, see if you can detect movement or changes in appearance. Clouds are nearly

always present, yet they are always changing—just like your thoughts. 

Cloud-watching then can be a great way to develop some objectivity on the nature of

your thoughts. Just like a massive bank of gray clouds will inevitably clear into blue sky,

or a cloud shaped like a rabbit will transform into an ice cream cone, your current

thought pattern will also rearrange into something new. 

The vitamin D will also do you some good.

Day 5: Calling You Back To Now
The future can’t be known or controlled, which by definition, means it’s scary! But how

often a day do your thoughts venture into the great unknown (aka, the future)? 
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For the next 24 hours, any time that you notice that you’re starting to think (and most

likely, worry) about the future, remember, just come back to now. 

Really, you don’t need to make plans. Take the daily worry about what to have for dinner,

for example. Let yourself open the cabinets at 5:30 and see what you can whip up

instead of figuring it out earlier. When you wake up in the morning tomorrow, check-in

with yourself and ask yourself what you need. 

Just try to take things hour-by-hour. If you get agitated, notice that you’re getting

agitated. Then decide what to do about it. I mean, listen, maybe you’ll ask yourself what

you need, and it’s a glass of wine. FINE BY ME. Just whatever you do, try to make it a

choice that you’re aware of making. And take it one beer at a time, my friends (and circle

back to day 2 for good tips if you’re being a little too indulgent!).
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Day 6: So You Think You Can’t Meditate
Many people feel they’re ‘bad’ at meditating, but if you can count to 10, you can do this.

And if you’re trying to calm the eff down, this can help shift you into a different, more Zen,

state of being. 

As you sit someplace quiet, count each out-breath. When you get to 10, start again at 1.

When you realize you’re on 27, or that you stopped counting altogether, start again at 1.

Anytime you feel you ‘messed up,’ Just start again at 1. 

Counting your exhales gives your mind something tangible to focus on, which can help

with the “Am I doing this right?” thoughts that so often pop up. To really make this

practice goof-proof, set a timer for five minutes so that you don’t have to wonder how

much longer to keep going.

In addition to quieting your mind, this practice teaches you two vital things: 

1. How to notice that you got off track (this is often the hardest part).

2. How to begin again.

And when you’ve got those two things in your mental muscle memory, you become a

WHOLE LOT more resilient in the face of change. Go try it now. No, don’t keep reading --

go try it! I’m not going anywhere. I’ll be here when you get back. 

Day 7: Your Ticket Out of Judgment-Land
Judgment is soul-sucking and yet it may be the biggest pandemic we’re dealing with

right now.
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I mean, you’ve been on Facebook recently and read the comments right? Someone

judged someone for not wearing a mask. Someone else judged someone else FOR

wearing a mask. We’re all judging each other times a million. 

So let’s give ourselves and everyone else a break: Instead of judging, notice the things

that awaken your inner Judge Judy. 

Jot down all the things you judge--you can do it on the back of an envelope, or in the

notes on your phone, or in your journal. Whenever you get that catty “can you believe

they are doing that?” feeling, just write it down. You want to see what your judgments are

trying to tell--because typically, the things we judge reflect something we want, deep

down, but feel we can’t have. 

Often these can be pretty hilarious. When you only hear your judgments inside your

head they can seem like the voice of the great and powerful Oz himself, but when you

write them down, you see that it’s just a little white-haired man in a funny suit. Then ask

yourself, what do these judgments show me about what I secretly wish I had? 

You can’t fulfill a desire you don’t know exists--so let’s just see what’s hiding in plain sight

inside your judgments, whaddyasay?

Day 8: You Do Them; Let Them Do Them
Speaking of judging, it’s really easy to judge how the people we’re quarantined with are

handling their stress (or not handling it). But here’s the thing: You don’t get to say how

your loved ones deal with their stuff. 

I KNOW, I wish we did have that power. But we don’t. 
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And trying to manage it for them only disempowers them, probably builds resentment

toward you, and only frustrates you (because it’s impossible).

The next time you see that someone you love is feeling stressed out about something,

remind yourself, “I have to let them do them. I’ll do me.” Of course, you can do things that

help--they’re just probably not what you would typically do, especially if you love to

swoop in and fix.

Instead do these two things:

1. Let them know you can see that they’re upset, by saying something like, “I can see

that this is stressing you out.” Sometimes just validating someone’s feelings is

enough to help it lift.

2. Ask them how you can help. You’re not trying to fix, and you’re not trying to tell

them what to do. You’re showing you care. You’re letting them maintain agency

over their problem. You’re simply asking if there’s some way you could help out.

Then listen to what they say. MAYBE you suggest something specific and let them

say yes or no, (if they really seem like they’re at a loss for thinking clearly). But really

you don’t need to. Listening is a powerful form of care.

So, again, the two things you say are “I can see that you’re feeling stressed about this.”

and “How can I help?” You can do that, right? 

If they ask for something that seems really silly to you, like they say you could get them

fabric softener to help them comb out their wig, well, I say, do it to whatever extent you

can. Maybe all you can do at that moment is say, “I’ll put it on the list for the next time I go

to the store.” And that’s enough. You’re not trying to move heaven and earth. You’re just

trying to help them feel heard and loved, two things that always help.
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Day 9: How To Be Real Around Your Kids All
Day Without Losing Your Mind
Is it just me that’s noticed our kids are around right now?all the time 

Judi Ketteler, author of the book visited my podcast and helped us to

try to get real (in balance), especially with our kids. 

 Would I Lie to You

I asked Judi to lend some insights. She said when kids are around all the time we get

reminded that they are really, really curious. They ask all kinds of questions. They wear us

down! And we kind of want to lose our minds. 

She tells us to be honest. “I can’t deal with this right here, right now…” But don’t brush it

off. Return to it. Be present when you can and just keep getting real with your kids in a

healthy and honest way. 

How can you start? 

Try this: Tell yourself you're awesome instead of crappy. I know this sounds silly, but it’s

empowering. 

On the podcast (Episode 177) Judi gave us a ton of examples where part of being honest

is reminding ourselves of our successes. By turning judgment (there it is again!) into

praise, we’ll be more energized and real with our kids (and ourselves). 

So what are three things you’ve done that are awesome? What makes you a great

parent? Write them down! In big letters!

https://judiketteler.com/would-i-lie-to-you/
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Day 10: Selfish Savasana
We spoke last about being awesome for the kids. Part of that is coping with the “crabby”

feelings.

Today we’re going to calm down a bit more by holding ourselves in balance with the

demands of our kids, significant others, work, or lack thereof. We’re going to give us

some much needed “alone time.” A selfish savasana.

Tell everyone that you need to be alone. Go into a room that has a door and SHUT THE

DOOR. If you have a yoga mat, great, roll it out. If you don’t who cares. You just lie down

wherever you like and give yourself at least 10 minutes to do nothing.

When my kids were young, they would always come in and find me and crawl on me.

Now they’re older and they could care less about what I’m doing, and now we have a

dog who insists on stretching out on my mat or licking my face. This is why I’m saying to

shut the door! We’re talking about being selfish here, after all.
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I mean, savasana--or corpse pose--is very grounding and restorative, it feels great to let

your body sink into the floor and to keep your thoughts resting on your physicality

instead of thinking about what you’ll cook for dinner, or what the kids are breaking at this

moment. You can roll up a blanket and put it under your knees--that feels awesome--

and maybe fold a towel and put it under the back of your head. And then just let yourself

melt into the floor.

But maybe your selfish savasana is getting into bed and reading or calling a girlfriend. 

Just please don’t use the time to scroll through social media. It’s too easy to see

something upsetting and our whole point here is to chill out. Everyone needs time alone,

and that includes you! Maybe the only place in your home to be alone is the bathroom--

you can lie in the tub, if you have one, or just take some me-time on the toilet.

It all counts!

Day 11: Admit That We're In The Sh!t
These are really, really,  tough times. We may not be on our game all the time. So

the next time your internal temperature starts to reach the boiling point, admit it. During

your next difficult conversation, make it a point to share how you’re feeling physically in

that very moment, such as:

really

Even as I’m saying this, I can feel a knot forming in my stomach.

Or like there’s an elephant sitting on my chest,

Or smoke coming out of my ears.
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Someone may be able to argue with you when you say how you feel. If you say, “I’m

really upset,” they might say, “Well you shouldn’t be upset.” I mean, we’ve all heard this

before, right? Isn’t it so maddening when someone doesn’t want to let you feel the way

you feel??

But no one can argue with what you’re feeling in your body. That is undeniably yours.

To share this with someone else, you have to stop long enough to assess what you’re

feeling. Which helps you have empathy for yourself. It helps turn down the heat of the

boil at that moment.

It also means you’re not trying to direct the conversation toward some end goal. It’s

about relating, instead of attempting to control—and that helps you connect in a

meaningful way.

Again, the next time you have a moment of disconnection or upset share how you’re

feeling in your body. I hope it helps you maintain your ability to have empathy and wards

off an overreaction.

Day 12: One Day of Love and Joy
You play a vital role in your family. You can be the go-to for so many things. Your mood

can sway everyone elses. You’re not halfway through the Calm the Eff Down challenge.

Let’s give all this good stuff out to your family to help them calm the eff down too.

Here’s the task: For one day put all these things into practice to treat everyone with as

much gentleness as you can muster. Imagine you are Glinda the Good Witch and try to

love and encourage the people around you as much as you can.
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 Put on your favorite Spotify playlist, the one that always puts you in a good mood.

Then later agree to something you may be sick of doing like watch  again.Frozen 2

Ask for hugs so you can offer hugs. Just for the day surrender being right and focus on

being present. I think you’ll see that it is possible to love other people up in a way that

makes you feel loved up, too.

Day 13: Eff The F-Bomb
We all have those moments right… the EFF THAT or EFF YOU moment. The lose it

moment. 

So we’re going to still have them, but let’s be a little more mindful about it. 

Let’s get creative, which will force us to be thoughtful, which will help ease the

explosiveness of the moment.

Make a list of three f-bomb alternatives you want to try out. Be creative. You can write as

many as you like, three is the minimum, though, because you never know what word is

really going to capture your feelings until you have a moment of agita.

If you need inspiration, check out the brand new book , which is a super

fun and funny interactive mix and match profanity generator that helps you create new--

and hilarious--curse words. It’s really super cool -- it’s got two flip pads that each have

funny words, and you flip each of the pads to random pages and boom, you’ve got a new

curse work. Like, one of my personal favorites, anus monster, hahaha. It's got a ring to it,

doesn't it? 

Creative Cursing

https://www.amazon.com/Creative-Cursing-Match-Profanity-Generator/dp/0762435755
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You could also watch the 1984 Michael Keaton movie , about a guy

who turns to crime to pay his mother’s medical bills--hmmm, awfully prescient. And it

has all these gangsters who curse constantly except their curses are clean--like,

corksucker and farg you. 

Johnny Dangerously

Or watch Battlestar Galactica, where their favorite curse word is frack.

Just be creative! And you’ll be making my high school English teacher very happy, who

always told us that cursing was the sign of an unimaginative mind.

Day 14: The Need For Alone Time is Real
We are going to circle back to something I’ve hit on a few times already, because it’s a

big one. This whole “alone time” idea. Now for me, an introvert, I REALLY NEED the

solitude just to feel basically OK--kind of like the need to take a shower to feel human

again. But even for my extroverted friends, being alone occasionally is how you suss out

what you picked up from other people and what you know to be true for you. 

For all of us, we need to get out of the muck of the day to day and let our mind take us

away for just a minute. We need a fantasy or two! 

So today’s task: Go there now. Here’s how you do it: 

Conjure up the most relaxing place on Earth for you. 

Is it in front of a fire in a mountain lodge? On a hammock near the ocean? 

What can you see there? What can you smell? How does it feel in your body to be there?

Who is with you? 
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This doesn’t have to be your answer forever and always -- just for right now--what

sounds like the most relaxing situation you could possibly be there. 

Then close your eyes and imagine yourself there, wherever it may be. 

Because your brain can’t perceive a difference between real and imagined relaxation,

you can enjoy a truly restorative mini-vacation even if you can’t hop a flight or take time

off. Let’s all go relax together, separately and in our own homes, ha.

Day 15: Check-In: What Do I Need Most?
Right. Now!
Stress can make everything feel urgent, which makes it hard to decide what to do next.

Step out of the swirl by sitting still long enough to take a nice full breath, in and out.

Then ask: What do I most need right now?

Whatever answer bubbles up, resist the urge to question or dismiss it. Instead, honor it

the best you can in this particular moment. 

You can imagine where this might take you. To the internet to plan the perfect getaway

(date TBD). To the bedroom with your partner. To the bathtub. For a run.

Asking helps you see that you know more about what you need in any given moment

than you might think you do, which yes, calms you down.
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Day 16: Feel Safe In An Unsafe World
Part of anxiety is the old “fight or flight.” Our nervous system is programmed to react

when alarmed. And flight isn’t so easy these days. Hmmn.. Who wants to fight all the

time?

Always in modern life, we tend to spend way more time in fight or flight because we’re so

gosh-darned busy and stimulated all the time. We were already pretty out of balance in

this arena, and now here comes this global catastrophe that has made us start reckoning

with the idea that life, as we know it, has changed and may never go back to the way it

was before. 

It’s made us feel like the world isn’t as safe a place as we thought it was. And turns out, a

feeling of safety is very important for not just our emotional wellbeing, but also our

nervous system.

On my podcast (Episode 182) I checked in with Jill Miller. Jill is the creator of

 which helps you turn on your own off switch (and get out of fight or flight) through a

combination of breathwork, corrective exercise, and self-massage. 

 Yoga Tune

Up,

I invite you to tune in to get a deep-dive in Jill’s 5 tips for feeling physically safer, but I

want you to start just with one that she suggested in my talk with her: 

Choose to change your perspective: repeat one phrase that makes you feel calmer. 

This could be: Everything is going to be OK. I am a safe place. I allow myself to relax

completely. It could be anything that makes you feel even the tiniest bit better. 

Stress starts in the mind, and that’s where we need to go to change it, too.

https://www.tuneupfitness.com/
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Day 17: Your Secret Weapon: Acceptance
We can try to power through this pandemic, but ultimately, there are so many things that

are outside our control. This is a wild time. It’s not normal. 

We should not be holding ourselves to normal standards. Like, having a clean house. Or,

being on top of our work. Or having our kids be totally on top of their school work. This is

full catastrophe living at the moment, and we need to cut ourselves some slack.

So today, we surrender. Here’s a quick way to do just that: 

Check your hands? Are they clenching? Relax them. Is your brow crunched? Let it

stretch. Is your neck knotted? Roll your head around a bit. 

Think of the things you can’t control: 

When shelter-in-place will be “over.” When finances will be less stressful. When kids will

go back to school. What your partner is feeling and how she/he processes things. 

Then hold your hands up high. Physically. Just look weird to the kids. Hold ‘em up. And

say, “I surrender.” Maybe enjoy a little laugh.

Tomorrow is another day. But today, everything is exactly how it’s supposed to be.

Day 18: Tell Yourself Something Kind
There’s a reason mindfulness and meditation teach us to detach from our thoughts: so

many of them are self-directed and downright mean.
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Break the cycle of negative self-talk by thinking of one nice, true thing about yourself,

such as: 

I have a big heart. 

I’m doing my best and getting a little better every day. 

I am so lovable. 

I dance well. 

I am a good cook. 

One VERY TRUE thing that you really like about yourself.

For today, this is your mantra. For the rest of the day, repeat it silently anytime you notice

your thoughts veering in a self-critical direction or you simply want a little lift.
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Day 19: Curious, not Furious
As you’ll notice in this challenge, there are 2 or 3 pretty key things I keep circling back to

in different ways. Why? Because they are the big deal things. The ones that come back

time and again, similar to the way relentless mosquitoes attack after sunset. 

Today we circle back to that anger reflex. Anger is often a secondary emotion. It’s the

easy pressure valve, but it’s not always the primary emotion, which can complicate things

even more. It’s usually masking something else. 

What’s behind it? Fear? Loss of love? Sadness? Disappointment? Insecurity? In order to

find that root of the issue, we need to try to be curious, not furious. 

Here’s a tool I use to move beyond anger:

First, notice that you’re steamed. (Awareness is always the first step in doing things

differently.)

Then stay open enough to ask questions before you start yelling (or firing off snippy

emails). Such as: What’s really triggering me here? Is there some other way I could

interpret this? What if this has nothing to do with me?

When you can manage to tap into curiosity, you’re less likely to judge something as right

or wrong, good or bad. As a result, you’re less likely to overreact.

Day 20: Let Yourself Be Bored
Boredom gets a bad rap, but it just means ‘non-stimulated’—which is a much-needed

counterbalance to information overload.
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Boredom is a chance to be still and observe. Which is an invitation for insights and ideas

to arise—insights and ideas that you’d be much less likely to generate if you’re scrolling

through your timeline.

Next time you’re feeling bored, how long can you sit with it? What becomes possible

because you chose to stay present?

Today’s challenge is to replace one impulsive movement to scroll social media or look to

your phone to entertain you with pure boredom. Just sit there and do nothing.

If you don’t do this very often, it may stress you out! But that’s ok. It’s a productive stress,

because likely all that scrolling or news reading is pretty stressful as well. And there’s a

chance you might just breathe a little and feel a bit better than you would have going

back online.

Day 21: Reach Out
Last day! We’re putting things into action. We’re safely driving our emotional experience

more than we were three weeks ago. We’ve taken back some of our power.

But here’s the most important step in this whole challenge. Reach out to someone else.

Today’s task is to tell someone about what you’ve been doing. Explain what you’ve

learned. Repeat some of the tips you found helpful. Get them cemented by talking about

them so you’ll use them more and more after the challenge is over.

Visit me on social media and tell me you’ve made it through the challenge! I’m on Twitter

and Facebook as KateWHanley, and Instagram as katehanleyauthor. Let’s post your

success and I’d love to connect to hear how it’s gone for you.
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It's a Celebration
You made it! 21 days of intentional living in a calm and loving way toward yourself and

others. I’m not sure how scientific it is, but the idea that it takes 21 days to make a habit

stick is popular. Perhaps you’ve done enough to make these practices a habit. But for

sure you have the resources now to use these anytime. To refer back to this guide. To use

your favorites. Maybe even schedule some each week, like Tuesdays are Selfish

Savasana days! Whatever works for you to keep building the habit of calm.

The best way I know how to calm down is to have some fun. Today you celebrate! What

does that mean for you? For me it’s probably goofy dancing with my kids and hugging

my husband. Spending the evening nowhere near a computer or work. Toasting with a

little frizzante rose maybe. It doesn’t really matter, but whatever you do, make it fun for

you! 
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Take a photo of yourself celebrating and post it online. Tell me “I finished the 21-day Calm

the Eff Down Challenge!” And tag me on Twitter and Facebook as KateWHanley, and

Instagram as katehanleyauthor. I will be so happy to virtually high five you.

Connect with Kate Hanley today to share your challenge story. Click here.

Congratulations
Imagine if a whole movement of calm took over this anxious time? One by one we all

started taking some control back over our inner lives and relationships no matter what

transpires in the weeks and months to come out That was my little dream when I

launched this.

there. 

My whole M.O. is to help people make incremental changes that improves their lives. I

don’t get too caught up in changing the world. It’s too big. But I hope I helped you.

Here’s more of what I offer to keep you on this journey to capturing the type of life and

being the person you want to be.

 You can subscribe to my podcast . It’s free helpful tips coming to you five days

a week.

here

 You can ,  that has more than 400 tips you

can use throughout the day.

buy my book How to Be a Better Person

 I do a limited number of 1 on 1 coaching sessions with clients. If this interests you,

you can apply for my breakthrough strategy session . If it’s a great fit, we can

dive in and keep working on this journey you’ve begun.

here

Thanks for joining me on this challenge!

https://katehanley.com/podcast/
https://katehanley.com/books/
https://katehanley.com/talkwithkate/

